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Abstract 
Let r be a discrete group of finite virtual cohomological dimension. Using a rational splitting 
for G-equivariant K-theory (when G is a finite group) due to T. tom Dieck, we find a rational 
splitting for the classifying space of such groups. 0 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. 
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Introduction 
Let r be a discrete group of finite virtual cohomological dimension (see Section l), 
and let Br denote its classifying space. In previous work by Adem [2,3], an additive 
formula for the complex K-theory of Br is given which is solely based on the finite 
subgroups of r. In this work we provide a multiplicative description of Q @ K*(BT) 
based on a multiplicative formula due to T. tom Dieck for the rationalized equivariant 
K-theory. We fix the following terminology: given a finite cyclic subgroup C 2 r of 
order c, let cc denote a primitive cth root of unity, and let a[&] denote the corresponding 
cyclotomic extension of the rationals. Next, given C C I’ as above, the normalizer of 
C in r, Nr(C), acts on C by conjugation and hence on Q[&] necessarily by Galois 
automorphisms. On the other hand, given a normal subgroup r’ C r of finite index and 
finite cohomological dimension, an admissible r-complex X for which X/r’ is compact 
(see Section l), let Kc(X/r’) be the G-equivariant complex K-theory of X/r’ [14]. 
Our main result is 
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Theorem 3.3. Given r, X as above, let (C) denote a set of representatives for the 
r-conjugacy classes ofjnite cyclic subgroups of r. Then there is a ring isomorphism 
Q@K;(X/r’)” @ [Q[&] @K*(B(N$VQ))]wc, 
(C) 
where WC = Nr(C)/N,(C) n r’, and G = r/r’. 
Using p-local methods, where p is a prime number, like those in [3] we obtain a p-local 
version of the above, hence replacing Kc (X/r’) with KG (Br) where the latter denotes 
K-theory with coefficients in the p-adic integers I&,. Let Q, denote the field of quotients 
of Z,, where p is a fixed prime. Our local version of the above gives 
Theorem 4.1. Let X and r be as above. Let (C) denote a set of representatives for the 
r-conjugacy classes of$nite cyclic ?I-subgroups of r. Then there is a ring isomorphism 
where both WC and @,[&I are as above. 
This theorem brings new ingredients to the additive formula from Adem, namely the 
full action of the normalizers of finite cyclic subgroups of r and cyclotomic extensions 
of the rationals. As an example we mention the case r = SL3(Z): 
QP@K;(B(%(Z)))” Q3@Q3@Q3 
1 
Q2@32@Q2@Q2@Q2 forp=X 
forp=3, 
QP for p > 3. 
It is interesting to compare this with the calculations of SoulC [16] of the cohomology 
of this group, those of Tezuka and Yagita [ 181, and those in Adem’s paper. 
1. Preliminaries 
Definition 1.1. We say that a discrete group r has finite cohomological dimension 
(cd r < m) if there exists a finite dimensional space of type K(I’, 1) (an Eilenberg- 
Maclane space of type (r, 1)). 
Definition 1.2. A discrete group r has finite virtual cohomological dimension (vcd r < 
co) if there exists a subgroup I” C r such that cd I” < 03 and Ir : r’l < 00. 
Examples of groups with finite vcd include arithmetic and mapping class groups. 
Standard arguments [lo] allow us to assume that r fits into an extension 
i4rlir5GGi1, 
where cd r’ < 00 and G is a finite group. We will fix such an extension throughout this 
paper. A key point in our study of these groups is the following important fact due to 
Serre [15]. 
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Given a group r with vcd r < co, there exists a r-complex X with the following 
properties: 
- X is a finite dimensional, contractible complex, and the action of r’ is free. 
- XH # 8 if and only if H C r is a finite subgroup. 
- XH is contractible for each finite subgroup H C r. 
We will call a r-space as above an admissible space for r. We will also assume in 
this paper that r is such that there exists an admissible space X for r such that the 
orbit space X/r’ is a finite complex. Due to the work of Bore1 and Serre [9] the above 
is satisfied by the arithmetic groups. This hypothesis implies that these groups have only 
finitely many conjugacy classes of finite subgroups. Moreover, from [IO], given a finite 
subgroup C G r the C-fixed point set is expressed as 
(x/r')" = u xH/fvr(H) n r', 
HECC 
where CC denotes a set of representatives for the r’-conjugacy classes of finite subgroups 
of r mapping onto C by the projection “lr : r -+ G, from our assumption CC is a finite 
set. Moreover, XH being contractible and nonempty gives that 
(X/P)” z fl B(l&-(H)M+), 
HECC 
(1) 
where CC is as before. Finally, by [lo] each Nr (H) n r' has rational cohomology of 
finite type. 
2. Equivariant K-theory 
In this section we let G denote a finite group and Y a finite G-CW complex. Let K;(Y) 
denote the complex K-theory of Y as defined in [14]. Our formula is an application 
of a general splitting for Q @ Kc(Y) due to T. tom Dieck [I 13. The results in this 
section are from this work, we refer the reader to it for details. We now recall the main 
ingredients: let A(G) and R(G) denote the Bumside and the representation ring for the 
finite group G, respectively. The equivariant Euler characteristic XG : A(G) + R(G) 
gives R(G) the structure of an A(G)-module. For a finite G-set Y and a subgroup 
H C G, the map PH : Y + Z given by counting the number of fixed points of H, 
induces a homomorphism PH : A(G) i- Z. Furthermore, for a prime number p E Z and 
a subgroup H 2 G, we define 
cdH,p) = {x E A(G) 1 ‘PH(x) = 0 modp}. 
These are known to be the prime ideals of A(G). Given a cyclic subgroup C C G of 
order c and generator g, with (p, c) = 1. It is known that R(C) ” Z[lc]/zc - 1. If & 
is a cth primitive root of unity, then the evaluation at g gives a ring homomorphism 
e : R(C) + Z[LC]. The main property of this map is 
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Proposition 2.1. The map 
e : R(C) --f z[&l 
de$ned above induces an isomorphism qf rings 
g: R(C),(C,,) + q,) I&l: 
where R(C),(c,p) und Zc,) denote localization at the prime ideals q(C,p) and (p), 
respectively. 
We now look at H = C x P, where P is a p-group and C is cyclic of order prime 
to p. Let Y be a finite H-CW complex. Then we have a natural ring isomorphism 
It is shown in [ 1 l] that these build up all of equivariant K-theory up to torsion. More 
precisely, let C denote the family of cyclic subgroups of a finite group G. For each C E C 
and cc as above, let Q[&] denote the corresponding cyclotomic extension of Q by cc. 
Furthermore, for each C E C, write NG(C) for the normalizer of C in G. We have that 
NG (C) acts on C by automorphisms, hence it acts on Q[&] by Galois automorphisms. 
The following is due to T. tom Dieck. 
Proposition 2.2. Let Y be u$nite G-CW complex, where G is a$nite group. Then there 
is a ring isomorphism 
Q @ KG(Y) ” @ (Q[&] @ K”(Y”))““(“‘. (2) 
(C) 
where ( )NcG(C) denotes the$xed submodule under the action of NG(C), and the direct 
sum is over the conjugacy clusses of cyclic subgroups of G. 
3. The ring structure of Q cz Kc(X/F) 
Let X be an admissible complex for r, and let EG be a universal contractible free 
space for the group G := r/I”. Then G acts on both the orbit space Y = X/r’ and 
EG, hence on the product X/r’ x EG, it is not hard to see that 
Br N X/r’ XG EG, 
and that K;(X) E K&(Y), our description of Q x KG(X/r’) is now an application 
of T. tom Dieck’s formula (2), the description of the fixed points (l), the identification 
of the right-hand side of (2) in terms of the group r, and regarding them as modules 
over NG(C). By [3] this does not depend on the extension. 
Using the notation as in (l), for each H E CC define W, c G by 
wH = Nr(H)INr(H) n r’. 
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Observe that NG(G) permutes the components of Yc. We claim that the isotropy of 
the component of H is precisely IV,. Write XH/- for XH/Nr (H) n r’, and let 
ZSO(H) C G be its isotropy. We clearly have that 
WH c ISO( 
On the other hand, let x(o) E ZSO(H), with Q E r. Then 
7r(N) . z = 0 n: E XeHa-‘/y 
i.e., 
?E E (X”/“) n (X-‘/-), 
and it follows that 
H = cuHcu-‘. i.e., 7r(cr) E Wn. 
This gives 
Proposition 3.1. As an NG(C)-module, K*(YC) splits 
K” (Yc) ” @ Ind$L”)li* (X”/w), 
(HI 
where (H) now denotes a set of representatives for the r-conjugacy classes of jinite 
(necessarily cyclic) subgroups of r mapping onto C, and Ind denotes induction of mod- 
ules [lo]. 
Using the above, I/v, C G, and that G is a finite group, we have that 
Ind$iH)K* (X”/-) Z Coind$l(C’K’ (X”/-) ~ 
i.e., induction is isomorphic to coinduction [IO]. 
To simplify what follows we write 
M(H) = Q[&] @ K* (X”/+. 
Then for each H E Cc we have 
Hornjvc(C) (Z, Ind$~‘ciM(H)) 
2 HornN,(C) (Z, CoindMJH “c%I(H)) 
?S Hornt,+;l (Z @.N~(c) Z [NC(C)], M(H)), by adjointness 
” M(H)wH. 
We summarize these arguments in the following 
Lemma 3.2. Let X be an admissible space for the group r such that X/r’ is compact, 
and let C E C. Then there is an NG(C)-module isomorphism 
(Q[&] @ K” (YC)) Nc(C) ” @ @I&] @ K* (XH/Nr(H) n T’))vvH > 
(HI 
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where (H) denotes a set of representutives for the r-conjugacy classes offinite subgroups 
of r mapping onto C. 
This allows us to describe the ring structure of Q @ K&(X/F). 
Theorem 3.3. Let X be an admissible space for r, and assume that X/I’ is a compact 
space. Let (C) denote a set of representatives for the r-conjugacy classes of$nite cyclic 
subgroups of r. Then there is a ring isomorphism 
Q 8 K;(X/r’) g @ (Q[& 8 K* (B(w(c) n r/)))w? (3) 
(C) 
Proof. We use (2) and Lemma 3.2. 0 
4. Local version 
Let K;(Y)* denote the IG-adic completion of equivariant K-theory, where IG is the 
augmentation ideal 
O+IG+RG1,Z+Q. 
From the Atiyah-Segal Completion Theorem, the formula (3) approximates K” (Br) up 
to IG-adic completion. In this section we replace ordinary K-theory with K-theory with 
coefficients in the p-adic integers, see [l] for details. Based on techniques from Adem 
[3] and Kuhn [ 131 we obtain a p-local version of Theorem 3.3. Let ZP denote the p-adic 
integers and Kp the K-theory with coefficients in Z,: 
K;(Y) = K*(Y;Z,). 
Let P be a Sylow subgroup of G. Then in this local theory the map induced by the 
restriction 
K;(X/I’ XG EG) ? K;(X/I’ Xp EP) (4) 
is injective by transfer arguments; by the universal coefficient theorem, the Atiyah com- 
pletion and the fact that P is a p-group we have 
K;(YxpEP)S7~@K*(YxpEP)“ZI,@K;(Y). 
Moreover, as RG is Noetherian and Y is compact, by (10.13) of [61 we may identify 
K&(Y)^ = RG^ @.RG K;:(Y). 
By the proof of Theorem 2 of [13], we have a surjection 
Z,@RG-tZ&,RRG^. 
On the other hand we have isomorphisms 
z, @ K&(Y) 2 z, @ (RG gRG‘ K&(Y)), and 
(Z, @ RG^) @RG K;(Y) e Z, @ (RG^ @RG K&(Y)) z &, @ K;:(Y)“. 
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This gives a surjection 
j : z, @ K&(Y) + z, @ KG(Y)^. 
Now consider the following commutative diagram 
K*(Br;Z,)LK*(Y xp EP;Z,) 
_i 2 
% @G(Y) -qJ @ K;(Y) 
where the horizontal maps are induced by the restrictions. This identifies 
Qp @ q W) “i (a, @ WX/O)s, 
where ( )’ denotes the image of the map induced by the restriction 
res: QP @ K&(X/P) + QP CZ KG(X/P). 
Next consider the following commutative diagram 
8 (a&cl @ h”((ww))“G(c) -% $I$ (Q&cl @ ~*(iww))“p(? 
where on the right-hand side we sum over conjugacy classes of cyclic subgroups of p, 
the map cp is zero for C not conjugate to a subgroup of P and for C’ conjugate to C c P 
is the inclusion 
(Q&l @ Ic*((x/r~)“))““(“’ Lf (Q&] @ K* ((X/T’)c))NP(C). 
we may now identify the image of cp and combine this with Theorem 3.3 to get the 
p-local K-theory of Br modulo torsion. 
Theorem 4.1. Let X and r be as above. Let (C) denote a set of representatives for the 
r-conjugacy classes ofjinite cyclic p-subgroups of r. Then there is a ring isomorphism 
Qp @ KG(Br) g @ (%[&I @ K,*(B(NT(C) nrt)))wc. 
CC) 
(3 
Theorem 4.2. Assume B( NI- (C) n r’) 1s rationally acyclic and finite dimensional for 
every jnite cyclic subgroup of r. Then 
Qp @ qxBT) ” @ Q,[,IWC’ 
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Example 1. Let r = S&(Z). Most of the following information has been taken from 
Soule’s paper on the computation of the cohomology of r [ 161. It is known that the only 
torsion of r is at the primes p = 2-3, that the finite cyclic p-subgroups are of order 2, 
4 or 3, and up to conjugacy the following are representatives for the conjugacy classes 
of cyclic subgroups of: 
l order 2: 
%=(i ,“i “I). ??(x’ 8 8). 
l order 4: 
%=(i i “:), %=(; ; H). 
According to the analysis in Soule’s paper, the full Galois group is present in the nor- 
malizers in each of the above groups. Moreover, it is known that these normalizers are 
rationally acyclic. Thus we may apply (4.12) to get a splitting for QP @ K*(BT) as fol- 
lows: for p = 2, we distinguish between the order of the group being 2 or 4; for order 2 
we have that (I&[&] = Q z and IVc is trivial, hence we have two factors of this form. 
The case C of order 4 gives that Q[&] = @[j] and WC is the full Galois group Z/2. 
Hence 
Q2 [il WC = Q 21 
and there are two of these copies again. For p = 3, the situation is similar and we get 
Q3[<31”‘C = Q3, 
with two of these factors in the splitting. In summary, we have a ring isomorphism 
1 
Q2@Q263Q2@Q2@Q2 ifp=2, 
Q, 09 K; (q%(q)) g Q3 3 Q3 % Q ifp=3, 
QP ifp>3. 
It is interesting to compare this example with the calculations of SoulC of the cohomology 
of this group, and those of Tezuka and Yagita for the complex K-theory of its classifying 
space [18]. 
Example 2. Let r = GL,_,Z, for a prime p 3 5. We first mention the properties that 
we need for our formula, the main references are [4,.5,19]. The only torsion of r occurs 
at the prime p and r does not have elements of order p*. Let < be a primitive pth root 
of unity and let Q[<] denote the corresponding cyclotomic extension. We denote by 6 
the Galois group of this extension and by Z the set of ideal classes of Q[$], then 6 acts 
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on 2. Finally, denote let Si C: G be the stabilizer of Ai E 1. The conjugacy classes of 
elements of order p in r are in one to one correspondence with ideal classes Ai E 2. 
Given an element y E r of order p, let S be the corresponding ideal class in Z. We 
describe the centralizer C of y, and normalizer N of this element: it is well known that 
C is isomorphic to the ring of units in Z[<] which is isomorphic to 
z/p x z(p-3)‘2 x Z/2. 
On the other hand, this normalizer is described as the semidirect product of C and 5’ 
where the action of S is given by Galois automorphisms on C by the above identifications: 
l+C+N--rS+l. 
This gives that 
B(N&) n I+)) = B(Z(p-3)‘2). 
Hence 
K* (fj(~(P-~)/~)) = K*((S')(P-3)/2) 
P P 
and our formula (5) becomes 
Qp @ K;(W) ” n (Q,[E] 8 K;((S’)(p-3)‘2))s,1 
((r,)) 
wherej = l,..., cl(p), and cl(p) is the class number of p. As a special case we have 
thatifp< 19thencl(p) = 1, and 5’ = G with trivial action on the right-hand side factor 
of the tensor product, i.e., there is only one factor in the above, namely: 
Qp[<] @ K; ((S1)(p-3)‘2). 
Furthermore, we may use the Ktinneth formula for Kp to get that the right-hand side 
of the above factor is isomorphic to 2(n-“)i2 copies of Z,, and it follows that this is 
isomorphic to 2(P-3)/2 copies of Q,. 
5. Comments 
It was shown by K. Brown [lo] that if r does not contain a finite group of the form 
Z/p x Z/p, then its Farrell cohomology splits as a product 
ii*(T;Z,)” n ij*(Nr(C);Z,). 
(C)#(I) 
CtFp 
Unlike Theorem 4.1 the general case would be replaced in Farrell cohomology with a 
spectral sequence involving the cohomology of the intersections of the normalizers of 
finite p-groups in r. 
The case Y = pt in Proposition 2.2 gives 
Q @ R(C) ” @ (QIEcl)NG(c) 
((7 
which was independently observed by Thevenaz [ 171. 
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We may refine our formulas by only inverting the order of the group G. We have used 
the rationals for simplicity. Other applications are found in [S]. 
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